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Abstract. Publish/Subscribe is often regarded as a promising paradigm
for Future Internet architectures. Its information oriented nature and
its particular security features have stimulated current research efforts
which aim at applying publish/subscribe principles to a clean-slate In-
ternet architecture. One of the core components of publish/subscribe
architectures is the rendezvous network. Any security failure that a ren-
dezvous network may face will probably jeopardize the operation of the
whole (inter-)network. In this paper we highlight security requirements
and potential security issues of rendezvous networks and we present se-
curity solutions that can be applied in order to shield them.
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1 Introduction

Publish/subscribe is regarded as a promising paradigm for the development of
future Internet applications and even as a candidate for a clean slate future
Internet architecture. Publish/subscribe is currently under investigation in a
variety of research efforts-such as the PSIRP [1] and CCNx [2] projects. Its
information centrism manifests a significant shift from the traditional endpoint-
centric Internet paradigm. In addition, the interest-based decision on accepting
data or actively looking for information at the subscriber (recipient) side, shifts
the power towards the receiver and thus restoring some balance, compared to
the commonly used send-receive paradigm that empowers the sender.

Publish/subscribe architectures are built with three basic components: pub-
lishers, subscribers, and an event notification infrastructure also known as the
rendezvous network [3]. Publishers are information providers who advertise their
information by virtue of publications. Subscribers on the other hand are infor-
mation consumers, who express their interest on specific pieces of information by
issuing subscriptions. The rendezvous network is responsible for matching sub-
scriptions with publications and for the initiation of the data transfer from the
information publisher to the information subscriber(s) when both are present
and ready. Publication and subscription operations are decoupled in time and
space, and the fact that the publication-subscription matching takes place at an
independent point in the network allows for efficient deployment of multicast,
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e.g. [4], mobility, as described in [5], as well as multihoming and indirection,
e.g. [6] [7].

The rendezvous network is probably the most critical part of a publish/subscribe
architecture. Apart from matching subscriptions with publications, the ren-
dezvous network is the place where access control, policy implementation, and
publication scoping can take place [8]. The rendezvous network may be com-
posed of separate, dedicated nodes, such as in [1], or it may be part of the
core network, as it happens in [2]. In the former case the rendezvous nodes
are usually organized in one-dimensional DHTs–such as Chord [9] and Pas-
try [10]–when the subscription-publication matching takes place using keys, or
in multi-dimensional DHTs–such as CAN [11]–when it comes to semantic-based
subscription-publication matching.

Being the core component of publish/subscribe architectures, the rendezvous
network is expected to be the target of various security attacks. The purpose of
this paper is to describe possible threats against the rendezvous infrastructure by
taking into consideration previous experience with DNS and DHTs, to identify
the role of the rendezvous network in the already defined security weaknesses
of publish/subscribe architectures, as well as to present a set of security solu-
tions that can be applied in securing the rendezvous network. The remainder of
this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the rendezvous network’s
security requirements, while Section 3 outlines some potential security threats.
Section 4 overviews security solutions that can be used in order to secure a ren-
dezvous network and finally Section 5 presents our conclusions with discussion
and ideas for future work.

2 Security Requirements

General security requirements for publish/subscribe architectures have been de-
fined by Wang et al. [12] as well as by Lagutin et al. [13]. The role of the
rendezvous network in order to achieve these requirements is of critical impor-
tance.

Publish/subscribe architectures are required to provide publication confiden-
tiality, i.e., publications should not be revealed to unauthorized subscribers, as
well as subscription privacy, i.e., users’ subscriptions should be kept secret. Ren-
dezvous networks have to provide access control mechanisms in order to achieve
publication confidentiality, as well as encryption and trust mechanisms in order
to provide subscription privacy.

Integrity is also a security requirement for publish/subscribe architectures.
Integrity can be classified into three categories: Information integrity, which
concerns the exchanged messages, subscription integrity, which concerns users’
subscriptions, and finally service integrity, which concerns the protection of the
service from malicious faults, such as from malicious nodes inserting bogus mes-
sages. The rendezvous network should provide supporting mechanisms that will
enable integrity in publish/subscribe systems. Such mechanisms include encryp-
tion, digital signatures, as well as access control.
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Publish/Subscribe architectures are also required to have high availability.
Being the most critical component of a publish/subscribe architecture, the ren-
dezvous network should be fault tolerant and it should also support fair distri-
bution of the load to all rendezvous nodes. Moreover the rendezvous network
should be robust and particularly resistant to Denial of Service attacks.

Apart from these traditional security requirements, publish/subscribe archi-
tectures should provide authentication, anonymity, accountability, as well as
scoping. The rendezvous network may–or may not–participate in the authenti-
cation mechanism. Nevertheless it should be able to properly authenticate pub-
lishers, subscribers, as well as rendezvous nodes. Moreover, rendezvous nodes
should be able to identify themselves to publishers as well as to subscribers.
On the other hand, the rendezvous network should support anonymity, account-
ability, and scoping, as it is responsible for managing user subscriptions, which
should be kept secret, and for matching subscriptions with publications, there-
fore it is the proper place for applying accounting mechanisms and for limiting
publication dissemination.

3 Security Threats

Most of rendezvous network functionality resembles to DNS, as it resolves sub-
scription requests to publications and publishers. Nevertheless rendezvous net-
works are mainly implemented using DHTs–or DHT-like architectures–since
DHTs have various good properties, including good load distribution. Security
lessons learned from both systems should be considered.

From its inception DNS suffered from some severe problems. Poor implemen-
tation, the absence of a trust management architecture and the lack of security
mechanisms led to DNS spoofing and DNS cache poisoning attacks [14]. Attack-
ers were able to alter DNS messages or even hijack DNS sessions by taking advan-
tage of the lack of cryptography as well as of the small set and non-randomized
transaction identities. Even in 2005, after many years of DNS usage, it was
found that reliance on poor transitive trust relations can lead, in many cases,
to failures–as they occur in different administrative domains than the attacked
DNS server [15]. Rendezvous networks should be designed with trust in mind,
moreover as we learned from the DNS paradigm, no matter how well-designed a
protocol is, its implementation may suffer from security vulnerabilities, therefore
a reliable rendezvous network should be fault tolerant. Finally, the distributed
nature of rendezvous networks and the fact that a subscription message may
traverse various rendezvous nodes before it reaches its final destination, requires
particular care towards resilience to (partial, intermediate) failures.

DHTs allow for efficient key lookup and load balancing among peers. Never-
theless unreliable nodes may lead to a series of problems. Sit et al. [16] classify
DHT security attacks into three broad categories:

– Routing attacks: these are attacks in which a malicious node tampers with
routing, e.g., it forwards lookups to an incorrect node, it issues wrong routing
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updates, or misleads other nodes to join a fake network, leading to network
partition.

– Storage and retrieval attacks, in which a malicious node denies the existence
of a piece of information, or it refuses to serve particular requests.

– Miscellaneous attacks, such as byzantine nodes, nodes that overload the rest
of the network with bogus traffic leading to denial of service attacks as well
as unstable nodes.

Moreover DHTs have been found to be susceptible to Sybil attacks, i.e., at-
tacks in which a malicious node may spoof multiple identities [17], as well as
to Eclipse attacks, i.e., attacks in which multiple malicious nodes cooperate and
hide a set of a DHT network from a legitimate node [18]. The security threats
that DHTs pose make the role of trust in a rendezvous system even more dom-
inant. Trust mechanisms that promote the cooperation between reliable nodes
while isolating the unreliable ones should be used. Moreover the attacks on DHTs
show us–among other things–the importance of identity management; in a reli-
able rendezvous network efficient identification and authentication mechanisms
should exist. These mechanisms will guarantee the authenticity of rendezvous
nodes (and their functionality).

The current Internet is continuously threatened by Denial of Service (DoS)
attacks. Wun et al. were the first that identified and classified this kind of attacks
in content based publish/subscribe networks [19]. Interestingly enough, all kinds
of attacks identified are based on the rendezvous network; the attackers may
flood the rendezvous network with publications, causing the creation of an intol-
erable number of notifications towards subscribers, or if the rendezvous network
allows parameterized subscriptions–e.g., all publications that concern Future In-
ternet published between 2007 and 2009–attackers may use complex expressions
and consume the resources of the rendezvous nodes. Finally, attackers may is-
sue a large number of subscriptions, saturating rendezvous nodes memory, since
state has to be kept for each subscription. It is observed that DoS attacks against
rendezvous networks originate from malicious publishers and subscribers, there-
fore rendezvous networks should be supported by mechanisms that are able to
detect, react, and mitigate them. Nevertheless, if we observe the current Inter-
net it can be seen that users can easily hide their identity, or even have multiple
identities. As a result a single mechanism that will simply identify and isolate
misbehaving users will probably be ineffective. It will be necessary to identify
messages, i.e., publications and subscriptions, that are suspect to lead to a DoS
situation and manage them accordingly.

Spam is another security threat that is expected to target publish/subscribe
architectures. Although publish/subscribe architectures are considered to be less
vulnerable to this kind of attack, as subscribers have to explicitly express their
interest on a specific piece of publication before they receive it, Tarkoma has
shown that spam is feasible in publish/subscribe architectures [20]. Spam in these
architectures can be achieved by learning user preferences. A malicious publisher
that is able to predict subscription messages can easily craft publications that
will match these subscriptions. The role of the rendezvous network in learning
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user habits is very important. Therefore, a reliable rendezvous network should
guarantee user anonymity and privacy. Moreover a rendezvous network should
have mechanisms that will allow the isolation of malicious publications.

4 Security Solutions

Various security solutions have been proposed for securing publish/subscribe ar-
chitectures, each one satisfying some of the desired rendezvous network security
requirements and offering some protection against the described security threats.

EventGuard [22], is a mechanism that aims at providing security for content-
based publish/subscribe systems. Its goal is to provide authentication for publi-
cations, confidentiality, privacy, and integrity for publications and subscriptions,
as well as to assure availability while keeping in mind performance, scalability,
and ease of use. It uses six “guards,” that secure six critical publish/subscribe
operations (subscribe, advertize, publish, unsubscribe, unadvertize, and routing)
as well as a meta-service that generates tokens and keys. All operations involve
communication with the meta-service before sending any message. The approach
that EventGuard uses for achieving subscription privacy is not so effective, as
two–encrypted–subscriptions to the same publication will be the same, and by
taking into consideration the number of publications that may exist in a spe-
cific rendezvous node, brute forcing subscription messages is a realistic threat.
Moreover EventGuard involves many message exchanges with the security meta-
service and its re-keying functionality is not well described.

Pallickara et al. [23] achieve message confidentiality and integrity by using
key management centers (KMC). KMCs are rendezvous nodes enhanced with
cryptographic mechanisms. Each of KMC can be responsible for multiple topics.
However, each topic can be handled by a single KMC. Publication and subscrip-
tion operations involve message exchanges with the KMCs, which lead to the
creation of a symmetric key that is used for encrypting messages. Although this
approach appears to be scalable, the fact that each topic is handled by a single
KMC makes the system less tolerant to faults.

The aforementioned security solutions, apart from confidentiality and in-
tegrity services, provide the means for identifying nodes in a publish/subscribe
architecture. Node identification can be the basis of an anti-spam mechanism–as
described in [20]– in which malicious users are blacklisted. User blacklisting may
also be a first step towards a DoS resistant rendezvous network.

Miklos was one of the first that discussed access control in publish/subscribe
architectures [24]. His approach is based on assigning positive access rights ac-
cording to a policy list that exists in every rendezvous node. This policy list
is used in order to examine whether a user has the credentials to perform an
operation. A more sophisticated solution was presented by Belokosztolszki et al.
[25] that is based on the OASIS role-based access control system [26]. Attribute
based encryption (ABE) [21] is another powerful solution that can be used for
access control in a rendezvous network. Badet et al. use ABE to create a social
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network in which users can safely publish personal data in their profile [27],
which in terms of publish/subscribe is the rendezvous network.

Subscription privacy is–to our knowledge–still an open issue in publish/subscribe
architectures. This happens because from the one hand subscriptions should be
kept secret in order to assure subscriber privacy, but on the other hand ren-
dezvous nodes should be able to handle the encrypted subscription messages in
order to compare them with publications. Moreover due to the, not so big, num-
ber of publications that may exist in a rendezvous node, it is probably computa-
tionally feasible to decrypt the encrypted subscription messages by brute force.
New trends in security such as homomorphic encryption [28] or even schemes
that are used in distributed databases for private information retrieval, e.g., the
scheme described by Ambainis [29], may be the building blocks for a subscription
privacy mechanism.

Denial of Service attacks are, probably, the most difficult to be tackled,
as their causes, effects, or even the layer of execution, may vary. Although it
seems impossible to create a DoS attack-free rendezvous network, authentication
mechanisms, challenge-based and CPU-intensive operations, as well as micro-
payments, may possibly offer a level of protection for the rendezvous network.

5 Conclusions

The rendezvous network is a critical part of a publish/subscribe architecture
as it is responsible for its core functions. As a result, the rendezvous network
has an important role regarding the satisfaction of publish/subscribe security
requirements. Therefore, at the outset, the rendezvous network seems to be the
Achilles heel of a publish/subscribe architecture, since a successful security at-
tack targeting it may jeopardize the whole operation of the system.

In this paper we highlighted the role of the rendezvous network in fulfilling
the security requirements of publish/subscribe architectures and we overviewed
some security mechanisms that can enable the rendezvous network in achieving
this target. Future work in this area includes the incorporation of a selection
from all these mechanisms into a single scheme, which will lead to the creation
of a secure and robust rendezvous network.

Since most of the proposed solutions are seen basically in the context of the
application layer, serious investigations into their feasibility, effectiveness, and
efficiency for the core of a clean-slate architecture for a general purpose future
internet are required. Such investigations are in pur future research plans in the
context of the PSIRP [1] and PURSUIT (EU FP7 funded) projects.
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